WRS588FIH
Dimensions: h: 69" w: 36" d: 34 7/8"

START THE CONVERSATION
What items are difficult for you to find shelf space to store?

THIS MODEL OFFERS:
In-Door-Ice® storage

TOP FEATURES

IN-DOOR-ICE® STORAGE
Get an extra full shelf with an ice bin that's moved to the door.

28 CU. FT. CAPACITY
Stock up with our largest capacity side-by-side refrigerator.

ACCU-CHILL™ TEMPERATURE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
Cool food quickly with technology that senses and adapts to create the ideal environment for food.

DID YOU KNOW?

Having enough freezer space is 1 of the top 5 unmet consumer needs,(1) so an extra shelf or two in the freezer gives customers the space they need.
DEMO

Open the freezer door and show customers where the In-Door-Ice® storage is located, then point out the extra shelf space.

ALSO CONSIDER

WRS975SIDM

RECOMMENDED PAIRINGS

Be sure to tune into your customers’ shopping priorities to bundle products across categories.

WDT730PAHV  WMH32519HV  WFE525SOHZ  WRS588FIHV

1 OUT OF 5 KITCHEN APPLIANCE TRANSACTIONS INCLUDE MORE THAN ONE PRODUCT*

(1) Whirlpool Corporation Food Journey Study, March 2016. w3. Model meets applicable ADA requirements and must be installed in compliance with the current ADA standards.
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